INTRODUCTION
The Feigin-Frenkel centre zpp gq is a remarkable commutative subalgebra of the enveloping algebra Upt´1grt´1sq. The structure of this algebra is described by a theorem of Feigin and Frenkel [FF92] , hence the name. It provides a quantisation of the local Hitchin's system [BD, Sect. 2] . Elements S P zpp gq give rise to higher Hamiltonians of the Gaudin model, which describes a completely integrable quantum spin chain [FFRe] . The central elements of the completed enveloping algebra r U κ pp gq at the critical level κ "´h _ can be obtained from the elements of zpp gq by employing the vertex algebra structure [F07, Sect. 4.3.2] .
The classical counterpart of zpp gq is the Poisson-commutative subalgebra of grts-invariants in Spgrt, t´1sq{pgrtsq -Spt´1grt´1sq, which is a polynomial ring with infinitely many generators according to a direct generalisation of a Raïs-Tauvel theorem [RT92] . Explicit formulas for the elements of zpp gq appeared first in type A [CT06, CM09] following Talalaev's discovery [T06] of explicit higher Gaudin Hamiltonians. Then they were extended to all classical types in [M13] . The construction of [M13] relies on the Schur-Weyl duality involving the Brauer algebra. Type G 2 is covered by [MRR] . The subject is beautifully summarised in [M18] .
Generally speaking, an element of zpp gq cannot be obtained by the symmetrisation ̟ from a homogeneous grts-invariant in Spt´1grt´1sq. At the same time, some of the elements do come in this way, see Example 5.2, which is dealing with the Pfaffians of so 2n .
Any Y P Upt´1grt´1sq can be expressed as a sum (0¨1) ̟pY k q`̟pY k´1 q`. . .`Y 1`Y0 with Y j P S j pt´1grt´1sq.
Here Y k " grpYq if Y k ‰ 0. Note that ř 0ďjďk ̟pY j q is a g-invariant if and only if each Y j is a g-invariant. In the following, we consider only elements with Y 0 " 0.
There are finite sets of elements tS 1 , . . . , S ℓ u Ă zpp gq with ℓ " rk g, called complete sets of Segal-Sugawara vectors, see Section 1.6 for the definition, that are of vital importance for the understanding of zpp gq. Our goal is to find presentations of the form (0¨1) for elements S k such that the occuring terms Y j are closely related to symmetric invariants of g. We will show that the map m, defined in Section 1.4, plays a crucial rôle in the selection of suitable g-invariants. In particular, if F r´1s P S k pgt´1q is obtained from F P S k pgq g using the canonical isomorphism gt´1g, then ̟pF r´1sq P zpp gq if and only if mpF q " 0, see Theorem 3.5 and the remark after it. More generally, if H P S k pgq g is such that (0¨2) m d pHq P Spgq for all 1 ď d ă k{2, then there is a way to produce an element of zpp gq corresponding to H, see Theorem 3.11 and (2¨4). First for F " ξ 1 . . . ξ m P S m pgq andā " pa 1 , . . . , a m q P Z m ă0 , set (0¨3) ̟pF qrās " 1 m! ÿ σPSm ξ σp1q t a 1 . . . ξ σpmq t am P Upt´1grt´1sq, then extend this notation to all elements F P S m pgq by linearity. According to Lemma 2.1, ̟pF qrās " ̟pF q for a certain F P S m pt´1grt´1sq. The expression ̟pτ r F r´1sq¨1 encodes a sum of 1 pm`rq! cpr,āq̟pF qrās, where the vectorsā P Z m ă0 are such that ř m j"1 a j "´m´r and cpr,āq P N are certain combinatorially defined coefficients, which we do not compute explicitly.
For each classical Lie algebra g, there is a set of generators tH 1 , . . . , H ℓ u Ă Spgq g such that mpH k q P CH j for some j depending on k, see Sections 2, 4, 7. In types A and C, we are using the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial, in the orthogonal case, one has to work with detpI n´q pF ij qq´1 instead. In type A n´1 , mp∆ k q " pn´k`2qpn´k`1q kpk´1q∆ k´2 ; in type C n , mp∆ 2k q " p2n´2k`3qp2n´2k`2q 2kp2k´1q ∆ 2k´2 ; and finally for g " so n , we have mpΦ 2k q " 1 kp2k´1q``n 2˘`2 npk´1q`pk´1qp2k´3q˘Φ 2k´2 . This leads to the following complete sets of Segal-Sugawara vectors: tS k´1 " ̟p∆ k r´1sq`ř 1ďrăpk´1q{2`n´k`2 r 2r˘̟ pτ 2r∆ k´2r r´1sq¨1 | 2 ď k ď nu in type A n´1 ;
tS k " ̟p∆ 2k r´1sq`ř 1ďrăk`2 n´2k`2r`1 2r˘̟ pτ 2r ∆ 2k´2r r´1sq¨1 | 1 ď k ď nu in type C n ; tS k " ̟pΦ 2k r´1sq`ř 1ďrăk Rpk, rq̟pτ 2r Φ 2k´2r r´1sq¨1 | 1 ď k ă ℓu for so n with n " 2ℓ´1 with the addition of S ℓ " ̟pPfr´1sq for so n with n " 2ℓ, where Rpk, rq " 2 r p2rq! r ź u"1ˆˆn 2˙`2 npk´uq`pk´uqp2k´2u´1q˙.
The result in type A is not new. It follows via a careful rewriting from the formulas of [CT06, CM09] . We are not giving a new proof, quite to the contrary, we use the statement in type A in order to extend the formula to other types. It would be important to find out, whether our formulas for so n and sp 2n describe the same elements as [M13] . The advantage of our method is that it reduces questions about elements of zpp gq to questions on the structure of Spgq g in a type-free way. For example, it is possible to deal with type G 2 by hand unlike [MRR] , see (6¨3). It is quite probable, that other exceptional types can be handled on a computer.
One of the significant applications of the FF-centre is related to Vinberg's quantisation problem. The symmetric algebra Spgq carries a Poisson structure extended from the Lie bracket on g by the Leibniz rule. To each µ P g˚-g, one associates the Mishchenko-Fomenko subalgebra A µ Ă Spgq, which is an extremely interesting Poisson-commutative subalgebra [MF78] . In [Vi91] , Vinberg proposed to find a commutative subalgebra C µ Ă Upgq such that the graded image grpC µ q coincides with A µ . Partial solutions to this problem are obtained in [NO96, T00] . The breakthrough came in [R06] , where a certain commutative subalgebraÃ µ Ă Upgq is constructed as an image of zpp gq, see (5¨2).
In [MY19, Sect. 3.3] , sets of generators tH k | 1 ď k ď ℓu of Spgq g such thatÃ µ is generated by ̟pB m µ H k q, cf. (5¨4), are exhibited in types B, C, and D. For the symplectic Lie algebra, H k " ∆ 2k , in the orthogonal case H k " Φ 2k with the exception of H ℓ " Pf in type D ℓ . Results of this paper provide a different proof for [MY19, Thm 3.2] . We have pushed the symmetrisation map to the level of Upt´1grt´1sq.
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
Let G be a complex reductive algebraic group. Set g " Lie G. Suppose that g is non-Abelian. The Feigin-Frenkel centre zpp gq is the centre of the universal affine vertex algebra associated with the affine Kac-Moody algebra p g at the critical level [FF92, F07] . There is an injective homomorphism zpp gq ãÑ Upt´1grt´1sq and zpp gq can be viewed as a commutative subalgebra of Upt´1grt´1sq [F07, Sect. 3.3] . Each element of zpp gq is annihilated by the adjoint action of g, cf. [M18, Sect. 6.2.] .
1.1. The FF-centre as a centraliser. We set grbs :" gt b and xrbs :" xt b for x P g. Furthermore, p g´:" t´1grt´1s. According to [R08] , zpp gq is the centraliser in Upp g´q of the following quadratic element
where tx 1 , . . . , x dim g u is any basis of g that is orthonormal w.r.t. a fixed g-invariant nondegenerate scalar product p , q.
1.2. The symmetrisation map. For any complex Lie algebra q, let ̟ : S k pqq Ñ q bk be the canonical symmetrisation map. Following the usual convention, we let ̟ stand also for the symmetrisation map from Spqq to Upqq. Let grpXq P Spqq be the symbol of X P Upqq. Then grp̟pY" Y for Y P S k pqq by the construction.
1.3. The antipode. Let us define the anti-involution ω on Upp g´q to be the C-linear map such that ωpξrksq "´ξrks for each ξ P g and ωpξ 1 rk 1 sξ 2 rk 2 s . . . ξ m rk m sq " p´ξ m rk m sq . . . p´ξ 2 rk 2 sqp´ξ 1 rk 1 sq.
Let also ω be the analogues anti-involution on Upqq for any complex Lie algebra q.
Clearly, ωpHr´1sq " Hr´1s. Therefore ω acts on zpp gq. For Y j P S j pp g´q, we have ωp̟pY j" p´1q j ̟pY j q. A non-zero element Y P Upp g´q presented in the form (0¨1) is an eigenvector of ω if and only if either all Y j with even j or all Y j with odd j are zero.
1.4. The map m. For gl N " gl N pCq " EndpC N q and 2 ď r ď k, consider the linear map
Note that clearly m r˝ms " m r`s´1 . Via the adjoint representation of g, the map m r leads to a map g bk Ñ glpgq b g bpk´rq , which we denote by the same symbol. Observe that adpy 1 qadpy 2 q . . . adpy 2r`1 q`adpy 2r`1 q . . . adpy 2 qadpy 1 q P sopgq -Λ 2 g.
We embed S k pgq in g bk via ̟. Set m " m 3 . Then m : S k pgq Ñ Λ 2 g b S k´3 pgq. For example, if Y " y 1 y 2 y 3 P S 3 pgq, then mpY q " 1 6`a dpy 1 qadpy 2 qadpy 3 q`adpy 3 qadpy 2 qadpy 1 q`adpy 1 qadpy 3 qadpy 2 qà dpy 2 qadpy 3 qadpy 1 q`adpy 2 qadpy 1 qadpy 3 q`adpy 3 qadpy 1 qadpy 2 q˘P sopgq.
Similarly one defines m 2r`1 : S k pgq Ñ Λ 2 g b g bpk´2r´1q for each odd 2r`1 ď k. Note that each m 2r`1 is G-equivariant. It is convenient to put mpS k pgqq " 0 for k ď 2. Suppose that g is simple. There is a G-stable decomposition Λ 2 g " g ' V . This V will be called the Cartan component of Λ 2 g. If g is not of type A, then V is irreducible. For certain elements H P S k pgq, we have mpHq P g b S k´3 pgq. If mpHq P S k´2 pgq, then m 2r`1 pHq " m 2r´1˝m pHq. Note that mpS 3 pgq g q " 0, since pΛ 2 gq g " 0.
1.5. Fully symmetrised elements. For y 1 , . . . , y m P g andā " pa 1 , . . . , a m q P Z m ă0 , set Υrās "
Υrσpāqs is a well-defined element.
Linear combinations of the elements ̟ pY rāsq P Upp g´q are said to be fully symmetrised. Note that ̟pHq is fully symmetrised if H P S m pgt´1q. If a i " a for all i, then Υrās " Y rās and we denote it simply by Y ras.
The evaluation Ev 1 at t " 1 defines an isomorphism Ev 1 : Spgrasq Ñ Spgq of g-modules. For F P Spgq, let F ras stand for Ev´1 1 pF q P Spgrasq. Then ̟pF qras :" ̟pF rasq is fully symmetrised.
1.6. Segal-Sugawara vectors. Set τ "´B t . According to [FF92] , zpp gq is a polynomial algebra in infinitely many variables with a distinguished set of "generators" tS 1 , . . . , S ℓ u such that ℓ " rk g and zpp gq " Crτ m pS k q | 1 ď k ď ℓ, m ě 0s.
We have grpS k q " H k r´1s with H k P Spgq g and CrH 1 , . . . , H ℓ s " Spgq g . The set tS k u is said to be a complete set of Segal-Sugawara vectors. The symbols of τ m pS k q generate Spp g´q grts in accordance with [RT92] .
Suppose that we haveS k P zpp gq with 1 ď k ď ℓ and grpS k q "H k r´1s, whereH k P Spgq g , for each k. The structural properties of zpp gq imply that tS k u is a complete set of Segal-Sugawara vectors if and only if the set tH k u generates Spgq g . 1.7. Symmetric invariants. For a finite-dimensional Lie algebra q, we have Spqq -Crq˚s. For any reductive Lie algebra, there is an isomorphism of g-modules g -g˚. For ξ P pgl n q˚, write
Then Spgl n q gl n " Cr∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n s. Let f Ă g be a reductive subalgebra. Then there is an f-stable subspace m Ă g such that g " f ' m, whereby also g˚-f˚' m˚. Identifying f with f˚, one defines the restriction H| f of H P Spgq to f. This is the image of H in Spgq{mSpgq -Spfq.
In cases n " 2ℓ, f " sp 2ℓ and n " 2ℓ`1, f " so n , the restrictions ∆ 2k | f with 1 ď k ď ℓ form a generating set in Spfq f . In case f " so n with n " 2ℓ, the restriction of the determinant ∆ 2ℓ is the square of the Pfaffian and has to be replaced by the Pfaffian in the generating set.
Explicit formulas for basic symmetric invariants of the exceptional Lie algebras are less transparent.
The inclusions g Ă Spgq are ruled by the symmetric invariants. The key point here is that Spgq is a free module over Spgq g [K63] . If tH 1 , . . . , H ℓ u Ă Spgq g is a generating set consisting of homogeneous elements and deg H i " d i`1 , then to each i corresponds a primitive copy of g in S d i pgq. The non-primitive copies are obtained as linear combinations of the primitive ones with coefficients from Spgq g . 1.8. Miscellaneousness. Let h Ă g be a Cartan subalgebra, we let ℓ stand for dim h " rk g and W " W pg, hq stand for the Weyl group of g. The fundamental weights of g are π k with 1 ď k ď ℓ and V pλq stands for an irreducible finite-dimensional g-module with the highest weight λ " ř ℓ k"1 c k π k . Please keep in mind that the Vinberg-Onishchik numbering [VO, Tables] of simple roots (and fundamental weights) is used. If α P h˚is a positive root, then te α , h α , f α u Ă g is an sl 2 -triple associated with α.
An automorphism σ P Autpgq extends to grt´1s by setting σpt´1q " t´1. In this context, σ stands also for the corresponding automorphism of Spgrt´1sq. If σpHr´1sq " Hr´1s, then σ acts on zpp gq. An automorphism σ P Autpgq of finite order m leads to a Z{mZ-grading g " g 0 ' g 1 ' . . . ' g m´1 . In case m " 2, we have g 1 " tξ P g | σpξq "´ξu.
Throughout the paper, (˛) tx i u is an orthonormal basis of g; (˛) in the sums ř i x i or ř i,j x i x j , the ranges are from 1 to dim g for i and for j; (˛)b " pb 1 , b 2 q P Z 2 ă0 and Hrbs stands for ř i x i rb 1 sx i rb 2 s P Upp g´q and also for the symbol of this sum; (˛) G ξ stands for the stabiliser of ξ and it is always clear from the context, which G-action is considered, g ξ " Lie G ξ ; (˛) q stands for an arbitrary unspecified complex Lie algebra; (˛) if A Ă Upqq is a subalgebra, then grpAq :" grpxq | x P A C Ă Spqq.
EXPLICIT FORMULAS IN TYPE A
In type A, there are several explicit formulas for the Segal-Sugawara vectors [CT06, CM09] , see also [M18, Sect. 7 .1]. One of them actually uses symmetrisation. One can form the matrix Er´1s`τ " pE ij r´1sq`τ I n with E ij P gl n and calculate its column-and symmetrised determinants. Due to the fact that this matrix is Manin, see [M18, Def. 3.1.1, p. 48, Lemma 7.2] , the results are the same. The symmetrised version is more suitable for our purpose. The elements S j are coefficients of τ n´j in det sym pEr´1s`τ q " ̟p∆ n r´1sq`̟pτ ∆ n´1 r´1sq`. . .`̟pτ n´2 ∆ 2 r´1sq`̟pτ n´1 ∆ 1 r´1sq`τ n .
Assume the conventions that τ xras´xrasτ " rτ, xrass " τ pxrasq "´axra´1s and τ¨1 " 0. This leads for example to τ xr´1s¨1 " xr´2s. Note that ̟ acts on the summands of τ n´k ∆ k r´1s as on products of n factors. It permutes τ with elements of gl n r´1s.
Let θ be the Weyl involution of g. As is well-known, θp∆ k q " p´1q k ∆ k in the case of gl n . Since θpHr´1sq " Hr´1s, we conclude that θ acts on zpp gq. Hence one can always modify the Segal-Sugawar vectors in such a way that they become eigenvectors of θ. The resulting simplified forms are
We will see that there is a direct connection with the symmetrisaton and that one could have used ω instead of θ in order to simplify the formulas. The following two lemmas are valid for all Lie algebras. Lemma 2.1. Take Y " y 1 . . . y m P S m pgq andā " pa 1 , . . . , a m q P Z m ă0 . Then in Upp g´q, we have
Yrās :" ÿ σPSm y σp1q ra 1 s . . . y σpmq ra m s " ̟˜ÿ σPSm y 1 ra σp1q s . . . y m ra σpmq s¸" m!̟pY rāsq in the notation of Section 1.5.
Proof. It suffices to show that Yrās is invariant under all t i " pi i`1q P S m with 1 ď i ă m. For each σ P S m , both monomials y σp1q ra 1 s. . .y σpiq ra i sy σpi`1q ra i`1 s. . .y σpmq ra m s and y σp1q ra 1 s. . .y σpi`1q ra i sy σpiq ra i`1 s. . .y σpmq ra m s appear in Yrās with the same coefficient 1. Let spσ, iq stand for their sum. Then spσ, iq´t i pspσ, iqq " . . . ry σpiq ra i s, y σpi`1q ra i`1 ss . . .`. . . ry σpi`1q ra i s, y σpiq ra i`1 ss . . . " 0, because ry σpiq ra i s, y σpi`1q ra i`1 ss " ry σpiq , y σpi`1q sra i`ai`1 s "´ry σpi`1q ra i s, y σpiq ra i`1 ss. Since Yrās " 1 2 ř σ spσ, iq for each i, we are done.
Lemma 2.2. Take F P S m pgq and r ě 1. Then ̟pτ r F r´1sq¨1 is fully symmetrised and therefore is an eigenvector of ω corresponding to the eigenvalue p´1q m .
Proof. Notice that ̟pτ r pF`F 1 qr´1sq¨1 " ̟pτ r F r´1sq¨1`̟pτ r F 1 r´1sq¨1 for any F 1 P S m pgq.
Hence we may assume that F " y 1 . . . y m with y j P g. By the construction, ̟pτ r F r´1sq¨1 is the sum of terms 1 pm`rq! cpr,āq ÿ σPSm y σp1q ra 1 s . . . y σpmq ra m s with cpr,āq P N, taken over all vectorsā " pa 1 , . . . , a m q P Z m ă0 such that ř a j "´pm`rq. The scalars cpr,āq depend on pm, r,āq in an elementary combinatorial way. Each summand here is a fully symmetrised element by Lemma 2.1. Hence the desired conclusion follows.
Let z " 1 n I n be a central element of g " gl n and let∆ k denote the restriction of ∆ k to sl n . Then
Proposition 2.3. In type A, we have m 2r`1 p∆ k q " p2rq!pk´2rq! k!ˆn´k`2 r 2r˙∆ k´2r if k´2r ą 1 and mp∆ 3 q " mp∆ 3 q " 0.
Proof. Notice that the centre of g plays a very specific rôle in m, since adpzq " 0. In particular, mpS 3 pgl n" mpS 3 psl nĂ Λ 2 sl n . Furthermore,
where one can use the multiplication in either Endpgl n q or Endpsl n q for the definition of m. Therefore we can work either with sl n or with gl n , whichever is more convenient.
Suppose that Y " E ij E ls E up is a factor of a monomial of ∆ k . Then i R tl, uu, j R ts, pu, l ‰ u, and s ‰ p.
The h-weight of Y cannot be equal to either 2ε 1´εn´εn´1 or ε 1`ε2´2 ε n . These are the highest weights of the Cartan component of Λ 2 sl n . Hence mp∆ k q P psl n bS k´3 pgqq g . The image in question is a polynomial function on psl n 'gq˚sl n ' g of degree 1 in sl n and degree k´3 in g. Note that mp∆ 3 q is a gl n -invariant in sl n and is thereby zero. Suppose that n ě k ą 3. Fortunately, Gpsl n 'hq is a dense subset of sl n 'g. We calculate the restriction
Thus one can say that f is an invariant of the Weyl group W pg, hq -S n . Without loss of generality assume that H 1 " y 4 . . . y k with y s " E ss for all s ě 4. In order to understand f , it suffices to calculate ξ 1 . Let F be the polynomial obtained from ∆ 3 by setting E ij " 0 for all pi, jq such that i or j belongs to t4, . . . , ku. Then ξ 1 " 3!pk´3q! k! mpF q. Take now Y as above with ti, j, l, s, u, pu " t1, 2, 3u. Then
In the self-explanatory notation, η " m`∆ p1,2,3q 3˘i s an invariant of pgl 3 ' gl n´3 q and η acts on gl 3 " E vw | 1 ď v, w ď 3 C as zero. Thus η acts on g as 1 3 pE 11`E22`E33 q. This implies that η " 1 3 pẼ 11`Ẽ22`Ẽ33 q. Summing up, mpF q "`n´k`2 2˘ř lRt4,...,ku 1 3Ẽ ll and hence
From this one deduces that up to the scalar k´2 sl n b S k´3 pgq. In particular, mp∆ k q is a symmetric invariant. More explicitly,
Iterating the map m, we obtain the result.
Remark. Strictly speaking, mp∆ k q is not a symmetric invariant. Now we can exhibit formulas for Segal-Sugawar vectors of t-degree k that are independent of n, i.e., these formulas are valid for all n ě k. First of all notice that in view of (2¨3), Formula (2¨2) produces an element of zp x sl n q if we replace each ∆ k´2r with∆ k´2r . (This statement can be deduced from (2¨1) as well.) Making use of Proposition 2.3, one obtains that for H "∆ k ,
is a Segal-Sugawara vector. We aim to prove that Formula (2¨4) is universal, i.e., that it is valid in all types, providing m 2r`1 pHq is a symmetric invariant for each r ě 1.
MORE GENERAL COMPUTATIONS
In this section, we compute the commutator X F r´1s :" rHr´1s, ̟pF qr´1ss for F P S m pgq. Note that ωpHr´1s̟pF qr´1sq " p´1q m`2 ̟pF qr´1sHr´1s. Hence ω multiplies X F r´1s with p´1q m`1 . This implies that the symbol of X F r´1s has degree m`1´2d with d ě 0. Let Hr´1s stand also for ř i x i r´1sx i r´1s P S 2 pgr´1sq. The fact that tHr´1s, F r´1su " 0 for F P S m pgq g is, of course, known. There is no harm however, in recalling a proof.
Lemma 3.1. Take two arbitrary g-invariants F, F 1 in Spgq. Then tF r´1s, F 1 r´1su " 0.
Proof. The Poisson bracket of two polynomial functions can be calculated by
In case of F r´1s and F 1 r´1s, the differentials d γ F r´1s, d γ F 1 r´1s at γ depend only on the p´1q-part of γ. More explicitly, if γpxr´1sq "γpxq withγ P g˚, then d γ F r´1s " pdγF qr´1s and the same identity hods for F 1 . We have dγF, dγF 1 P Spg γ q gγ , since F and F 1 are ginvariants. Hence rdγF, dγF 1 s " 0 and also rd γ F r´1s, d γ F 1 r´1ss " 0 for any γ P pp g´q˚.
If rg, gs is not simple, then the following assumption on the choice of the scalar product on g is made in order to simplify the calculations.
(˛) There is a constant C P C such that dim g ř i"1 adpx i q 2 pξq " Cξ for each ξ P rg, gs.
The constant C depends on the scalar product in question.
From now on, assume that g is semisimple. As the next step we examine the difference
and more general expressions, where the commutator is taken with Hrbs. Our goal is to present X F r´1s in the form (0¨1). For any F 1 , F 2 P Upp g´q, the symbol grprF 1 , F 2 sq is equal to the Poisson bracket tgrpF 1 q, grpF 2 qu if this Poisson bracket is non-zero.
3.1. Commutators, the first approximation. For j P t1, . . . , m´1u, set q j " m´j.
where 1 ď l ď m, 1 ď j ă p ď m´1, and σ is a map from t1, . . . , m´1u to t1, . . . , muztlu.
The constants c 2,3 pj, pq, c 3,2 pj, pq P Q do not depend on Y , they depend only on m. Besides, c 2,3 pj, pq " c 3,2 pq p, q jq, c 2,3 pj, pq ď 0 for all j ă p, and c 2,3 pj, pq ă 0 if in addition q j ě p.
One can say that here σ defines a sequence of factorsŷ j . The symmetrisation of P Y " tHrb 1 , b 2 s, Y u resembles this sum, but with a rather significant difference: the factorx pυq i , which is not involved in rx pνq i ,ŷ σpjq s, does not have to stay next to rx pνq i ,ŷ σpjq s. Therefore the idea is to modify each term of ̟pP Y q in such a way thatx pυq i gets back to its place as in rHrb 1 , b 2 s, ̟pY qs. In this process, other commutators˘rx pυq i ,ŷ l s will appear. It is convenient to arrange the summands of ̟pP Y q into groups according to the sequence of factorsŷ j , including also the one appearing in rx
At the final step in half of the cases, one has to commutex pυq i with rx pνq i ,ŷ j s. For the expression pm`1qXŶ and a place j, this leads to the factor
Assume that X Y is presented in the form (0¨1). Then in the part of "degree" m`1, the expressions containing such double commutators annihilate each other if we add over pairs of places pj, m´j`1q. In X Y , the expressions having rrx pυq i , rx pνq i ,ŷ j ss,ŷ l s as a factor remain for the moment. In view of (˛), ÿ
In X σpŶ q with σ " pj lq, one finds a similar factor with a different sign, namely, Cry l , y j sra l`aj`b s. This proves that the expressions containing rx pυq i , rx pνq i ,ŷ j ss as a factor have no contribution to X Y .
In pm`1qXŶ , a term of the form
appears j times with the coefficient 1 if we have taken the commutator rx pνq i ,ŷ l s and are movingx pυq i to the right, it also appears pm´l`1q times with the coefficient p´1q if the commutator was taken withŷ j andx pνq i is moving to the left.
Set j 1 " m´j`1. Then j`j 1 " m`1. Assume that l ‰ j 1 and l ą j. For any σ P S m , the symbol of Xpσ, i, υ, ν; j, lq is the same as the symbol of Xpσ, i, υ, ν; l 1 , j 1 q and these two expressions appear in X σpŶ q with opposite coefficients. In order to annihilate them in a uniform way, we move the commutator that is closer to the middle until the expression obtains a sort of a central symmetry, see Example 3.3 below. In case σ " id, the arising expressions look similar tô
First we deal with these expressions "qualitative" and after that describe the coefficients.
Observe that for y P g and a P Z ă0 , we have yras " ř i px i , yqx i ras. Assume for simplicity that tj, p, lu " t1, 2, 3u, disregard for the moment the other factors, and ignore the t-degrees of the elements. Consider the sum ÿ
Note that adpy 3 qadpy 2 qadpy 1 qpx j q " mpy 3 b y 2 b y 1 qpx j q. If we recall the t-degrees, then the product x j x u has to be replaced with x j rb υ`a1 sx u rb ν`a2`a3 s in (3¨3). The other factorsŷ w do no interfere with the transformations in (3¨3).
In the process of changing the sequence of factors of Xpid, i, υ, ν; j, lq with j ă l ă j 1 , the term ...rx
The symmetry c 2,3 pj, pq " c 3,2 pq p, q jq is justified by the fact that ωpX Y q " p´1q m´1 X Y . A more direct way to see this, is to notice that if rx pνq i ,ŷ l s jumps from a place v to j 1 , then j ă v ă j 1 and there is a term with the apposite coefficient, where rx pνq i ,ŷ l s jumps from v 1 to j. The first type of moves produces
We have px i , mpy σpjq by l by σppq qpx u"´pmpy σppq by l by σpjq qpx i q, x u q and the scalar product p , q is symmetric. These facts confirm the symmetry of the constants and justifies the minus signs in front of c 3,2 pj, pq in the answer.
Example 3.3. Consider the case m " 6. One obtains that
Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 5, 6q´4Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 1, 2q`3Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 4, 6q´3Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 1, 3q2
Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 3, 6q´2Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 1, 4q`2Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 4, 5q´2Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 2, 3qX pσ, i, 1, 2; 2, 6q´Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 1, 5q`Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 3, 5q´Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 2, 4q˘p the similar expression for pυ, νq " p2, 1q q.
Take σ " id. In the term Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 5, 6q, the commutator rx p1q i ,ŷ 5 s jumps to the first place producing commutators witŷ 4 ,ŷ 3 ,ŷ 2 ,ŷ 1 . In the same manner, rx p2q i ,ŷ 2 s jumps to the last place in Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 1, 2q. In the term Xpσ, i, 1, 2; 4, 5q, the commutator rx p1q i ,ŷ 4 s jumps to the second place producing commutators withŷ 3 andŷ 2 . The non-zero constants c´pj, pq :"´c 2,3 pj, pq are
Instead of the usual symmetrisation map, one can consider a weighted "symmetrisation" or rather shuffle, where each permutation is added with a scalar coefficient assigned by a certain function Ψ. We will need only a very particular case of this construction. Let Ψ : S k`2 Ñ Q be a weight function, satisfying the following assumptions:
Keep in mind that each appearing ̟ wt may have its own weight function.
Suppose that Y P S m pgq,ā P Z m ă0 , and we want to merge them in order to obtain an element of S m pp g´q. The only canonical way to do so is to replaceā with the orbit S mā , add over this orbit, and divide by |S mā | as we have done in Section 1.5. Let Y rās be the result. Set
For different numbers u, v, l P t1, . . . , mu, letā u,v,l P Z m´3 ă0 be the vector obtained fromā by removing a u , a v , and a l . Let u, v, l be a triple such that l ă v and u ‰ l, v. Write
where Ψpj, pq " c 2,3 pj, pq if j ă p and Ψpj, pq " c 3,2 pp, jq if j ą p for the weight function Ψ.
Proof. Using the linearity, we may assume that Y " y 1 . . . y m . The symmetry in t-degrees allows one to add the expressions appearing in the formulation of Lemma 3.2 over the triples py e ra σppq s, y f ra l s, e g ra σpjq sq with te, f, gu " tσppq, l, σpjqu while keeping x i rb υ`aσpjq s, x u rb ν`al`aσppq s and x i rb υ`aσpjq`al s, x u rb ν`aσppq s at their places. In this way the coefficient mpy σppqq b y l b y σpjis replaced with mpy σppqq y l y σpjand thereby ξ w with 1 ď w ď L come into play. It remains to count the scalars and describe the weight function. Suppose that j ă p. Then
and thereby Ψpj, pq " c 2,3 pj, pq. Analogously, Ψpp, jq " c 3,2 pj, pq.
Theorem 3.5. For F P S m pgq g with m ě 4, the symmetrisation ̟pF qr´1s is an element of the Feigin-Frenkel centre if and only if mpF q " 0.
Proof. According to [R08] , ̟pF qr´1s P zpp gq if and only if it commutes with Hr´1s. In view of Lemma 3.1, this is the case if and only if X F r´1s " 0. Lemma 3.2 describes this element. It states that c 2,3 pj, pq, c 3,2 pj, pq ď 0 and c 2,3 pj, pq ă 0 if p ď q j as well as c 3,2 pj, pq ă 0 if q p ď j. Since ̟pF qr´1s is fully symmetrised, we can use Proposition 3.4. It immediately implies that if mpF q " 0, then X F r´1s " 0.
is a non-zero element of Spp g´q. In view of the same lemma, this expression is equal to grpX F r´1s q. Thus X F r´1s ‰ 0. This completes the proof.
Remark. If g is simple, then g g is equal to zero and S 2 pgq g is spanned by H " ř i x 2 i . Furthermore, mpS 3 pgq g q Ă pΛ g q g " 0. Therefore Theorem 3.5 holds for m ď 3 as well.
We will be using weighted shuffles ̟ wt of Poisson half-brackets. If Y "ŷ 1 . . .ŷ m P Spp g´q, then
Strictly speaking, here ̟ wt is a linear map from S m pp g´q in Upp g´q depending on pb 1 , b 2 q and the choice of a weight function Ψ. The absence of wt in the lower index indicates that we are taking the usual symmetrisation.
Iterated shuffling.
Another general fact about Lie algebras q will be need. Suppose that Y " y 1 . . . y m P S m pqq and x P q.
Proposition 3.6. Let Fr q as " ̟pF rāsq P Upp g´q be a fully symmetrised element corresponding to F P S m pgq and a vectorā " pa 1 , . . . , a m q P Z m ă0 . Suppose that m 2r`1 pF q P S m´2r pgq for all m{2 ą r ě 1. Then (i) X F rās " rHrbs, Fr q ass´̟ptHrbs, F rāsuq is a sum of weighted symmetrisations
where l ‰ j andā l,j is obtained fromā by removing a l and a j ;
(ii) for every weight function Ψ, there is a constant c P Q, which is independent of F , such that P F rās " ̟ wt pF rās, b 1 , b 2 q´c̟pF rās, b 1 , b 2 q is a sum of ̟ wt pmpF qrā p1q s, b υ`γυ , b ν`γν q with different weight functions, wherebyā p1q is a subvector ofā with m´2 entries andγ P Z 2 ă0 is constructed from the complementāzā p1q ofā p1q ;
(iii) X F ras " rHrb 1 , b 2 s, Fr q ass is a sum of
whereā prq is a subvector ofā with m´2r entries,γ P Z 2 ă0 is constructed fromāzā prq , and the coeffients Cpā prq ,γq P Q are independent of F .
Proof. Since we are working with a fully symmetrised element, Proposition 3.4 applies.
In the same notation, write mpF q "
Thereby part (i) follows from Proposition 3.4 in view of (3¨5).
(ii) Note that ωpP F rās q " p´1q m`1 P F rās , because of the assumption (B) imposed on all weight functions. By the construction, the image of ̟ wt pF rās, b 1 , b 2 q in S m`1 pp g´q is equal to c ř i tx i rb 2 s, F rāsux i rb 1 s for some c P Q. This constant c depends only on the weight function Ψ.
Let us symmetrise P F rās by changing the sequence of factors in its summands. Note that there is no need to commute factorsŷ j " y j ra σpjq s andŷ l " y l ra σplq s of summands of Fr q as, since P F rās is symmetric in theŷ p 's. There is no sense in commutingx p1q i andx p2q i either. Because of the antipode symmetry, the expressions of "degree" m annihilate each other in P F rās . Now we have a sum of terms of degree m´1 and each non-zero summand must contain certain factors according to one of the types listed below:
(1) rx pνq i , y j s and rrx pυq i ,ŷ l s,ŷ p s, (2) rŷ p , rŷ l , rŷ j ,x pυq i sss " adpy p qadpy l qadpy j qpx i rb υ`aσppq`aσplq`aσpjq sq andx The terms of type (4) disappear if we add over all i and permute p and j, because of the properties of Hrbs, cf. (3¨2). The terms of type (3) disappear if we permute l and p. Therefore the terms of type (5) disappear as well.
One can deal with the terms of types (1) and (2) in the same way as in Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.4. They lead to γ " pa j , a l q and γ " pa j`al , 0q as well as γ " p0, a j`al q.
Note that the commutators of type (2) are easier to understand, since there is no need to permute the t-degrees, and at the same time they give rise to half-brackets.
(iii) We are presenting X F rās in the form (0¨1) and can state at once that it has terms of degrees m`1´2d only. Note that rHrbs, Fr q ass can be viewed as a weighted symmetrisation ̟ wt pF rās, b 1 , b 2 q if we choose Ψpj, j`1q " Ψpj`1, jq " 1 and Ψpj, lq " 0 in case |l´j| ą 1. The term of degree m`1 is the Poisson bracket tHrbs, F rāsu. In degree m´1, we obtain images in S m´1 pp g´q of the weighted symmetrisations described in part (i). Further terms, which are of degrees m´3, m´5, m´7, and so on, are described by the iterated application of part (ii). At all steps, we obtain combinatorially defined rational coefficients, which are independent of F .
Example 3.7. Suppose that F P S 4 pgq g and that g is simple. Here mpF q P pΛ 2 gbgq g and dimpΛ 2 gbgq g " 1. This subspace is spanned by H " ř x 2 i . Hence mpF q " H up to a scalar. The only possible vectorγ that can appear in Proposition 3.6(iii) is p´1,´1q. Therefore, in case mpF q ‰ 0, the commutator rHr´1s, ̟pF r´1sqs is equal to ̟ptHr´2s, Hr´1suq up to a non-zero scalar. In the orthonormal basis tx i u, we have
In any case, S " ̟pF r´1sq`6̟pτ 2 mpF qr´1sq¨1 is a Segal-Sugawara vector, where mpF q is proportional to H. Making use of the fact that τ 2 pHr´1sq P zpp gq, one can write S as a sum ̟pF r´1sq`BHr´2s for some scalar B P C.
3.3. Poisson (half-)brackets. Suppose thatŶ "ŷ 1 . . .ŷ m P S m pp g´q andŷ j " y j ra j s. Then
Note that in case b ν`aj " b υ , each summand prx u , x i s, y j qx u rb ν`aj sx i rb υ sŶ {ŷ j is annihilated by prx i , x u s, y j qx i rb ν`aj sx u rb υ sŶ {ŷ j . Hence
The product p , q extends to a non-degenerate g-invariant scalar product on Spp g´q. We will assume that pgras, grdsq " 0 for a ‰ d, that pxras, yrasq " px, yq for x, y P g, and that 
Proof. The first statement is clear, cf. (3¨6). It remains to calculate the coefficient of V in PŶ pb 1 , b 2 q. Pic a pair pp, lq with p P p and l R p. If we take into account only those summands of PŶ pb 1 , b 2 q, where V p,l " V{pv pvl q is a summand ofŶ {ŷ j for some j, the factorv l is x u ra j`b2 s, andv p appears as x i rb 1 s, then the coefficient is m ÿ j"1 pŷ j , rv l , v p srd l´b2 sqpŶ {ŷ j , V p,l qpV p,l , V p,l q´1 " pV p,l , V p,l q´1pŶ , V p,l rv l , v p srd l´b2 sq.
If one adds these expressions over the pairs pp, lq, then certain instances may be counted more than once. Ifv p "v p 1 for some p 1 ‰ p orv l "v l 1 for some l 1 ‰ l, then pp, l 1 q or pp 1 , lq has to be omitted from the summation. In other words, it is necessary to divide the contribution of pp, lq by the multiplicities γ p and γ l of v p rd p s, v l rd l s in V. Since pV, Vq " γ p γ l pV p,l , V p,l q, the result follows.
The Poisson bracket PŶ is not multi-homogeneous w.r.t. p g´" À dď´1 grds. If b 1 ‰ b 2 , then in general the "halves" of PŶ have different multi-degrees and neither of them has to be multi-homogeneous. We need to split PŶ pb 1 , b 2 q into smaller pieces. Forā P Z m ă0 , set Sāpp g´q " ś m j"1 gra j s Ă Spp g´q. Letᾱ " tα r 1 1 , . . . , α rs s u be a multi-set such that α i ‰ α j for i ‰ j, α j P Z ă0 for all 1 ď j ď s, ř s j"1 r j " M, and r j ą 0 for all j. Set Sᾱpp g´q :" ś s j"1 S r j pgrα j sq, Bpᾱq :" B X Sᾱpp g´q. Fix different i, j P t1, . . . , su. Assume that a monomial V "v 1 . . .v M P Bpᾱq withv l " v l rd l s is written in such a way that d l " α i for 1 ď l ď r i and d l " α j for r i ă l ď r i`rj . Finally suppose that F P S m pgq. In this notation, set WrF,ᾱ, pi, jqs :" ÿ VPBpᾱq ApVqV with
Clearly, WrF,ᾱ, pj, iqs "´WrF,ᾱ, pi, jqs. Proposition 3.9. Let F P S m pgq g be fixed. Then the elements Wrᾱ, pi, jqs " WrF,ᾱ, pi, jqs satisfy the following "universal" relations: ÿ j‰i Wrᾱ, pi, jqs " 0 for each i ď s.
These relations are independent of F . Proof. Follow the notation of (3¨8). Note that for each 1 ď l ď r i ,
Of course, here we are adding also over the pairs pl, wq withv w P grα i s if r i ą 1. However, rv l , v w s "´rv w , v l s and hence the coefficient of
This completes the proof.
Proposition 3.10. For Y rās with Y " y 1 . . .y m P S m pgq andā P Z m ă0 , see Section 1.5 for the notation, the rescaled Poisson half-bracket P rās :" |S mā |P Y rās pb 1 , b 2 q " |S mā | ÿ u tx u rb 2 s, Y rāsux u rb 1 s is equal to the sum of WrY,ᾱ, pi, jqs with i ă j over all multi-setsᾱ as above such that the multiset ta 1 , . . . , a m u of entries ofā can be obtained fromᾱ by removing one α j " b 1 and replacing one α i with α i´b2 .
Proof. For each multi-homogeneous component of P rās, the multi-set of t-degrees is obtained from the entries ofā by appending b 1 and replacing one a l with a l`b2 . Moreover, here b 1 ‰ a l`b2 , cf. (3¨6). This explains the restrictions onᾱ.
Forᾱ and pi, jq satisfying the assumptions of the proposition, we have to compare the coefficients ApVq of V P Bpᾱq given by (3¨8) and (3¨7). The key point here is the observation that pY rās, Vq " |S mā |´1pY, v 1 . . . v m q for any V "v 1 . . .v m P B X Sāpp g´q.
In a more relevant setup, suppose that a summand py σp1q , rv l , v p sq ś w‰1,u‰l,p py σpwq , v u q of the scalar product on the right hand side of (3¨8) is non-zero for some σ P S m and some l, p. Then there is exactly one choice, prescribed by pd 1 , . . . , d M q, of the t-degrees for a monomial of Y rās such that the corresponding summand py σp1q rα i´b2 s, rv l , v p srd l´b2 sq ź w‰1,u‰l,p py σpwq rd u s,v u q of the scalar product on the right hand side of (3¨7) is non-zero as well. By our assumptions on the scalar product, these summands are equal.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose that m 2r`1 pHq with H P S k pgq g is a symmetric invariant for each r ě 1. Then Formula (2¨4) provides a Segal-Sugawara vector S associated with H.
Proof. Since m 2l`1 pHq P Spgq for any l, we can say that m 2r`1 pHq " m r pHq. By Lemma 2.2, each ̟pτ 2r m r pHqr´1sq¨1 is a fully symmetrised element. It can be written as a sum of cpr,āq̟pm r pHqrāsq, whereā P Z k´2r ă0 and the coefficientscpr,āq P Q depend only on k, r, andā. The coefficients of (2¨4) depend only on k. Combining this observation with Propositions 3.6(iii) and 3.10, we obtain that rHr´1s, Ss " ÿ Cpr,ᾱ, i, jq̟pWrm 2r`1 pHq, α r 1 1 , . . . , α rs d , pi, jqsq where again the coefficients Cpr,ᾱ, i, jq P Q do not depend on H. For a given degree k, one obtains a bunch of pr,ᾱq, which depends only on k, and each appearing coefficient depends on k, r,ᾱ, and pi, jq. In type A, for each k ě 2, we find the invariant∆ k such that the corresponding commutator rHr´1s,S k´1 s vanishes, cf. (2¨4).
For each F P S m pgq g , the elements WrF,ᾱ, pi, jqs are linearly dependent. They satisfy the "universal" relations, see Proposition 3.9. At the same time, for m " k´2r, the coefficients Cpr,ᾱ, i, jq provide a relation among Wr∆ m ,ᾱ, pi, jqs. Our goal is to prove that this relation holds for Wrm r pHq,ᾱ, pi, jqs as well. To this end, it suffices to show that the terms Wr∆ m ,ᾱ, pi, jqs " Wrpi, jqs with fixed m and fixedᾱ do not satisfy any other linear relation, not generated by the "universal" ones.
We consider the complete simple graph with s vertices 1, . . . , s and identify pairs pi, jq with the corresponding (oriented) edges. Now one can say that a linear relation among the polynomials Wrpi, jqs is given by its coefficients on the edges. Note that Wrp1, 2qs " 0 if s " 2, see Example 3.12(i) below. Therefore assume that s ě 3.
Suppose there is a relation and that the coefficient of Wrpi, jqs is non-zero. We work in the basis tE uv rds, pE 11`. . .`E ww´w E pw`1qpw`1q qrds | u ‰ v, d ă 0u.
Chooseŷ 1 " E 12 rα i s,ŷ 2 " E 21 rα j s and let all other factorsŷ l with 2 ă l ď M be elements of t´1hrt´1s. Assume thatŷ 3 " pE 11´E22 qrα p s with p ‰ i, j and that pE 11´E22 , y l q " 0 for all l ą 3. Then the monomialŷ 1 . . .ŷ M appears with a non-zero coefficient only in Wrpi, jqs, Wrpi, pqs, and Wrpp, jqs. This means that in the triangle pi, j, pq at least one of the edges pi, pq and pj, pq has a non-zero coefficient as well.
We erase all edges with zero coefficients on them. Now the task is to modify the relation or, equivalently, the graph, by adding scalar multiplies of the universal relations in such a way that all edges disappear.
If a vertex l is connected with j, remove the edge pj, lq using the universal relation "at l". In this way j becomes isolated. This means that there is no edge left.
Example 3.12. Keep the assumption F P S m pgq g . (i) Suppose thatᾱ " tα r 1 1 , α r 2 2 u. Then WpF,ᾱ, p1, 2qq " 0 according to the universal relation. This provides a different proof of Lemma 3.1. Also forā " p´3, p´1q m´1 q, we have tHr´1s, F rāsu P gr´3sgr´2sS m´1 pgr´1sq.
(ii) Suppose now thatᾱ " tα r 1 1 , α r 2 2 , α r 3 3 u. Then WpF,ᾱ, p1, 2qq "´WpF,ᾱ, p1, 3qq " WpF,ᾱ, p2, 3qq.
TYPE C
There is a very suitable matrix realisation, where sp 2n Ă gl 2n is the linear span of the elements F ij with i, j P t1, . . . , 2nu such that
The symmetric decomposition gl 2n " sp 2n ' p leads to explicit formulas for symmetric invariants of sp 2n . One writes E ij " 1 2 pF ij`Eij`ǫi ǫ j E j 1 i 1 q, expands the coefficients ∆ k of (1¨1) accordingly, and then sets pE ij`ǫi ǫ j E j 1 i 1 q " 0. Up to the multiplication with 2 k , this is equivalent to replacing each E ij with F ij in the formulas for ∆ k P Spgl 2n q. As is well-known, the restriction of ∆ 2k`1 to sp 2n is equal to zero for each k.
Until the end of this section, ∆ 2k stands for the symmetric invariant of g " sp 2n that is equal to the sum of the principal p2kˆ2kq-minors of the matrix pF ij q.
Lemma 4.1. For each k ě 2, we have mp∆ 2k q P pg b S k´3 pgqq g .
Proof. Note that Λ 2 g " V p2π 1`π2 q ' g. In the standard notation, 2π 1`π2 " 3ε 1`ε2 . Assume that y 1 y 2 y 3 is a factor of a summand of ∆ 2k of weight 3ε 1`ε2 and y s P tF ij u for each s. Then ✄ either F 1p2nq P ty 1 , y 2 , y 3 u and some y j ‰ F 1p2nq lies in the first row or the last column ✄ or all three elements y s must lie in the union of the first row and the last column. Each of the two possibilities contradicts the definition of ∆ 2k . Thus, indeed mp∆ k q P pg b S 2k´3 pgqq g . Lemma 4.2. We have (i) mp∆ 6 q " pn´2qp2n´3q 15 ∆ 4 and (ii) mpB F 11 ∆ 4 q "´1 3 p2n´1qp2n´2qF 11 .
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, mp∆ 6 q P pg b S 3 pgqq g . Observe that S 3 pgq contains exactly two linearly independent copies of g, one is equal to tξ∆ 2 | ξ P sp 2n u, the other is primitive. Therefore pg b S 3 pgqq g " S 4 pgq g " ∆ 4 , ∆ 2 2 C . By the construction, ∆ 2 2 contains the summand F 4 11 . Since F 3 11 cannot be a factor of a summand of ∆ 6 , we conclude that mp∆ 6 q is proportional to ∆ 4 .
Let y b F 2 11 F 22 be a summand of mp∆ 6 q. Then y P CF 22 . Also y "´3 !3! 6! mpB F 22 ∆ r1s 4 q, where ∆ r1s 4 P S 4 psp 2n´2 q stands for ∆ 4 of sp 2n´2 Ă g F 11 . Next we compute η " mpB F 22 ∆ r1s 4 qpF 12 q. This will settle part (ii). So far we have shown that (4¨2) ̟pB F 11 ∆ 4 q P Upgq acts as cF 11 on g and on C 2n
and part (ii) describes this constant c, which is to be computed. Recall that F 12 "´F p2n´1q2n . The terms of ∆ r1s 4 do not have 1 and 2n in the indices. Therefore a non-zero action on F 12 comes only from the following summands of ∆ r1s 4
One easily computes that
and that mpF p2n´1qs F s 1 s 1 F sp2n´1q qpF 12 q "´1 6 F 12 . There are 2n´4 choices for s in line (4¨3). If s is fixed, then there are 2n´5 possibilities for j, since j ‰ s, but the choice j " s 1 has to be counted twice. Applying the symmetry F uv "˘F v 1 u 1 , we see that the terms in line (4¨4) are the same as in (4¨3). Now η " 1 3 pp2n´4q 2`p 2n´4qqF 12 " p2n´4qp2n´3q 3 F 12 .
Hence y " pn´2qp2n´3q 30 F 22 . Since pn´2qp2n´3q 30 F 11 b F 11 F 2 22 is also a summnad of mp∆ 6 q, we obtain mp∆ 6 q " pn´2qp2n´3q 15 ∆ 4 . Proposition 4.3. We have m 2r`1 p∆ 2k q " p2k´2rq!p2rq! p2kq!`2 n´2k`2r`1 2r˘∆ 2k´2r . Proof. First we have to show that mp∆ 2k q P S 2k´2 pgq. By Lemma 4.1, mp∆ 2k q is a G-invariant polynomial function on g ' g. We use again the fact that Gpg ' hq is dense in g ' g.
Examine first the summands of ∆ 2k that lie in S 3 pgqS 2k´3 phq. Such a summand has the form y 1 y 2 y 3 pF i 1 i 1 . . . F isis q 2 F j 1 j 1 . . . F juju . Here j a ‰ j b , j 1 b if a ‰ b and the product y 1 y 2 y 3 is an element of weight zero lying in S 3 pfq, where f is a subalgebra of g isomorphic either to sp 6 or sp 4 . Furthermore, the numbers i b , i 1 b with 1 ď b ď s do not appear among the indices of the elements of f and at most three different numbers j b with 1 ď b ď u can appear among the indices of the elements of f.
If u ą 3, we can change at least one F j b j b to F j 1 b j 1 b "´F j b j b without altering the other factors and produce a different summand of ∆ 2k . These two expressions annihilate each other. Therefore u " 3 or u " 1. Suppose that u " 3 and that there is no way to annihilate the term via
b . Then fsp 6 and y 1 y 2 y 3 F j 1 j 1 F j 2 j 2 F j 3 j 3 is a summand of the determinant ∆ pfq 6 P S 6 pfq. Since mp∆ 6 q is proportional to ∆ 4 by Lemma 4.2 and F j 1 j 1 F j 2 j 2 F j 3 j 3 cannot appear in ∆ 4 , we conclude that terms y b pF i 1 i 1 . . . F isis q 2 F j 1 j 1 . . . F juju with u ą 1 does not appear in mp∆ 2k q.
Fix an element H " F 11 F 2 22 . . . F 2 ll with l " k´1. We compute the coefficient of
is ∆ 4 of the sp 2n´2k`4 -subalgebra generated by F ij with i, j R t2, 2 1 , . . . , l, l 1 u. According to Lemma 4.2, mpB F 11 ∆ plq 4 q "´1 3 p2n´2k`3qp2n´2k`2qF 11 . Making use of the action of the Weyl group W pg, hq on h ' h, we conclude that mp∆ 2k q is proportional to ∆ 2k´2 , more explicitly
and with some simplifications
Iterating the map m, one obtains the result.
Theorem 4.4. For g " sp 2n and 1 ď k ď n,
is a Segal-Sugawara vector.
SPECULATIONS
There are several nice examples, where our methods work very well.
Example 5.1. Suppose that g " so 8 . This Lie algebra has S 3 as the group of the outer automorphisms. There are two Segal-Sugawara vectors, say S 2 and S 3 , such that their symbols are g invariants of degree 4 in Spgr´1sq. Assume that S 2 and S 3 are fixed vectors of ω. Then each of them is a sum ̟pY 4 q`̟pY 2 q, cf. (0¨1). Each element in S 2 pp g´q g is proportional to Hrbs for someb. Hence it is also an invariant of S 3 . Without loss of generality we may assume that the symbols of S 2 and S 3 are Pfaffians Pf 2 r´1s, Pf 3 r´1s related to different matrix realisations of so 8 . Then for each of them there is an involution σ P S 3 such that σpY 4 q "´Y 4 . Replacing S j with S j´σ pS j q, we see thatS 2 " ̟pPf 2 r´1sq and S 3 " ̟pPf 3 r´1sq are also Segal-Sugawara vectors. In view of Theorem 3.5, this implies that mpPf 1 q " mpPf 2 q " 0.
Automorphisms of g make themselves extremely useful. We will see the full power of this devise in Section 7, which deals with the orthogonal case. At the moment notice the following thing, any σ P Autpgq acts on Spgq in the natural way and induces a map σ pmq : S m pgq Ñ S m pgq. Let v m b g be the isotypic component of S m pgq corresponding to g. Then σ acts on v m and for this action, we have σpvq
An interesting story is related to Pfaffians in higher ranks. There are explicit formulas for the corresponding Segal-Sugawara vectors in [M13, R14] . Yet no connection with the symmetrisation has been noticed.
Example 5.2 (The Pfaffians). Take g " so 2n . If n ă 4, these algebras appear in type A. In case n " 4, the Pfaffian-like Segal-Sugawara vectors are examined in Example 5.1. Suppose that n ą 4. The highest weight of the Cartan component of Λ 2 g is π 1`π3 " 2ε 1`ε2`ε3 . Assume that π 1`π3 appears as the weight of a factor y 1 y 2 y 3 for a summand y 1 . . . y n of the Pfaffian Pf. Suppose that so 2n Ă gl 2n consists of the skew-symmetric w.r.t. the antidiagonal matrices. Then, up to the change of indices, we must have y 1 " pE 1i´Ei 1 1 1 q, y 2 " pE 1j´Ej 1 1 1 q, where i 1 " 2n`1´i. If this is really the case, then the determinant ∆ 2n P S 2n pgl 2n q has a summand E 1i E 1j . . ., a contradiction.
Thus mpPfq P pg b S n´3 pgqq g . If n is odd, then there is no copy of g in S n´3 pgq and we conclude at once that the image of the Pfaffian under m is zero.
Suppose that n is even. Then we can rely on the fact that Gpg ' hq is dense in g ' h. Fix a factor H P S n´3 phq of a summand of Pf. Without loss of generality assume that H " ś są3 pE ss´Es 1 s 1 q. Let Pf p3q be the Pfaffian of the subalgebra spanned by
Since this subalgebra is isomorphic to so 6sl 4 write also∆ p4q 3 for Pf p3q . By the construction, 3!pn´3q! n! mpPf p3b H is a summand of mpPfq. For the Weyl involution θ of sl 4 , we have θp∆ p4q 3 q "´∆ p4q 3 . Therefore ̟p∆ p4q 3 q acts as zero on any irreducible self-dual sl 4 -module, in particular, on sl 4 and on Λ 2 C 4 " C 6 . Now we can conclude that mpPf p3" 0 and hence mpPfq " 0. Thus ̟pPfqr´1s is a Segal-Sugawara vector for each n.
Keep the assumption that n is even. Another way to see that mpPfq " 0 is to use the outer involution σ P Autpso 2n q such that σpPfq "´Pf. Here σpvq "´v for v P v n´1 such that v b g is the primitive copy of g that gives rise to Pf and also σpmpPfqq "´mpPfq. At the same time, σ acts as id on v n´3 . Therefore σ acts as id on pg b S n´3 pgqq g . Since mpPfq P pg b S n´3 pgqq g , it must be zero.
Another easy to understand instance is provided by the invariant of degree 5 in type E 6 .
Example 5.3. Suppose that g is a simple Lie algebra of type E 6 . Let H P Spgq g be a homogeneous invariant of degree 5. Then mpHq P pΛ 2 g b S 2 pgqq g . Here Λ 2 g " V pπ 3 q ' g and S 2 pgq " V p2π 6 q ' V pπ 1`π5 q ' C. Therefore mpHq " 0.
Lemma 5.4. There is c 1 P C depending on the scalar product p , q such that ř i x i rξ, x i s " c 1 ξ in Upgq for any ξ P g. Furthermore, Hpξq " ř i adpx i q 2 pξq "´2c 1 ξ.
Since rH, ξs " 0, we have ωpψ 1 pξqq "´ψ 1 pξq. Clearly, the image of ψ 1 pξq in S 3 pgq is zero. Hence ψ 1 pξq P g. Thus, ψ 1 is a G-equivariant linear map from g to g and the first claim is settled. Now note that
This finishes the proof.
Lemma 5.5. Let g be a simple Lie algebra of rank at least 2. Then mpH 3 q R g b S 3 pgq.
Proof. Choose an orthogonal basis of h such that at least one element in it is equal to h α for a simple root α. If the root system of g is not simply laced, suppose that α is a long root. Suppose further that either α " α 1 or α " α ℓ . Changing the scalar product if necessary, we may assume that h α P tx i u. Consider the summand ξ b h 3 α of mpH 3 q. We have ξ " 3!3! 6!`6 mph α Hq`8mph 3 α q˘.
Set ξ 0 " mph α Hq. Note that h α H P Upgq acts on g as a scalar multiple of adph α q. In view of Lemma 5.4, the sum ř i x i h α x i acts on g as another multiple of adph α q. Hence ξ 0 P g. It remains to show that η " adph α q 3 is not an element of g Ă sopgq. Let α 1 be the unique simple root not orthogonal to α. Observe that ηpe α q " 8e α and ηpe α 1 q "´e α 1 . Set γ " α`α 1 . Then e γ ‰ 0 and ηpe γ q " e γ . Since 1 ‰ 8´1, we conclude that indeed η R g.
Proposition 5.6. Let g be an exceptional simple Lie algebra. Suppose that H P S 6 pgq g . Then there is b P C such that mpH´bH 3 q P S 4 pgq.
Proof. Let V be the Cartan component of Λ 2 g. A straightforward calculation shows that V appears in S 3 pgq with multiplicity one:
We have mpHq P pV b S 3 pgqq g ' pg b S 3 pgqq g . The first summand here is one-dimensional. Since mpH 3 q R g b S 3 pgq by Lemma 5.5, there is b P C such that mpHq P g b S 3 pgq for H " H´bH 3 . The degrees of basic symmetric invariants tH k | 1 ď k ď lu indicate that S 3 pgq contains exactly one copy of g. (This is also apparent in the table above.) Hence pg b S 3 pgqq g " S 4 pgq g " CH 2 .
Corollary 5.7. Keep the assumption that g is exceptional. ThenH " H´bH 3 of Proposition 5.6 satisfies (0¨2) and there are Rp1q, Rp2q P C such that
is an element of zpp gq.
Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 5.6 and Example 3.7. More explicitly, mpHq P CH 2 , since there is no other symmetric invariant of degree two. Now the existence of Rp1q and Rp2q follows from Theorem 3.11.
Quantum Mishchenko-Fomenko subalgebras.
Recall the construction from [R06] . For any µ P g˚and a non-zero u P C, the map
defines a G µ -equivariant algebra homomorphism. The image of zpp gq under ̺ µ,u is a commutative subalgebraÃ µ of Upgq, which does not depend on u [R06, FFTL] . Moreover, grpÃ µ q contains the Mishchenko-Fomenko subalgebra A µ Ă Spgq associated with µ, which is generated by all µ-shifts B m µ H of the g-invariants H P Spgq. If µ P g˚-g is regular, i.e., if dim g µ " rk g, then A µ is a maximal w.r.t. inclusion Poisson-commutative subalgebra of Spgq [PY08] and hence grpÃ µ q " A µ . Several important properties and applications of (quantum) MF-subalgebras are discussed e.g. in [FFR, Vi91] .
Mishchenko-Fomenko subalgebras were introduced in [MF78] , before the appearance of the FF-centre. In [Vi91] , Vinberg posed a problem of finding a quantisation of A µ . A natural idea is to look for a solution given by the symmetrisation map ̟. For g " gl n , the elements ̟pB m µ ∆ k q P Upgq with 1 ď k ď n, 0 ď m ă k commute and therefore produce a solution to Vinberg's quantisation problem [T00, FM15, MY19] .
Consider Frās " ̟pF qrās P Upp g´q corresponding to F P S m pgq g in the sense of (0¨3). Set p " |ti | a i "´1u|. Then
Combining (5¨3) with (2¨2), we conclude immediately that for g " gl n , the algebraÃ µ is generated by ̟pB m µ ∆ k q. This observation is not new, see [MY19, Sect. 3] and in particular Sect. 3.2 there for a historical overview and a more elaborated proof.
In [MY19, Sect. 3.3] , sets of generators tH i | 1 ď i ď ℓu of Spgq g such that (5¨4)Ã µ " alg ̟pB m µ H i q | 1 ď i ď ℓ, 0 ď m ă deg H i are exhibited in types B, C, and D. We rejoice to say that in type C, H k " ∆ 2k in the notation of Section 4. Thus Theorem 4.4 provides a new proof of [MY19, Thm 3.2] in the symplectic case. In the even orthogonal case, the set tH i u includes the Pfaffian. The other generators in types B and D are called permanents in [M18, MY19] . They are not the permanents of matrices in the usual sense. It is no surprise at all that they have the required property (0¨2) in terms of the map m and can be used in (2¨4), see Section 7.
In conclusion, we show that Proposition 5.6 confirms Conjecture 3.3 of [MY19] in type G 2 .
Proposition 5.8. Let g be a simple Lie algebra of type G 2 . Suppose that a non-zero g-invariant H P S 6 pgq satisfies (0¨2), cf. Corollary 5.7. ThenÃ µ is generated by µ, H, and ̟pB m µH q with 0 ď m ď 5.
Proof. We work with µ as with an element of g.
Let S 2 be the Segal-Sugawara vector provided by (5¨1). Set also S 1 " Hr´1s. Then tS 1 , S 2 u is a complete set of Segal-Sugawara vectors. A general observation is thatÃ µ is generated by ̺ µ,u pS ν q with non-zero u P C and ν " 1, 2 [M18, Cor. 9.2.3] . We have already computed the images of S 1 and also of ̟pτ 4 Hr´1sq¨1. Similarly to (5¨3), the images of ̟pHqr´1s span ̟pB m µ Hq C . It remains to deal with
Here Y 1 is proportional to µ; the term Y 2 is a linear combination of H and µ 2 . Furthermore, Y 3 is a linear combination of µH and ř i x i µx i , therefore of µH and µ, cf. Lemma 5.4. Finally, Y 4 is a linear combination of H 2 and
Further directions.
In types A and C, we find families of generators tH k u that are nice in terms of (0¨2). Using a brute force and going through a long calculation, we show in Section 7, that the "permanents" of [MY19, Sect. 3] satisfy (0¨2). It would be most desirable to obtain a better understanding of the map m and the relevant representation/invariant theory of g. Such an understanding can replace tedious calculations. We say that a set of generators tH k u Ă Spgq g satisfies (0¨2) if each H k satisfies it. The general picture is not complete yet, since the following question remains open.
Question 5.9. Does any exceptional Lie algebra g poses a set of generators tH k u Ă Spgq g satisfying (0¨2)?
Proposition 5.6 takes care of type G 2 . We have seen also some partial positive answers in other types.
Question 5.10. Are there homogeneous generators tH k u of Spgq g such that mpH k q " 0 for each k?
The calculations in Section 6 show that in type G 2 , the answer is negative. I would expect that the answer is negative in general.
As we have seen in Example 3.7, a set of generators tH k u satisfying (0¨2) is not unique. For the classical Lie algebras, there is a freedom of choice in degree 4 and there is also some freedom in degree 6, but we rather would not dwell on it.
It is quite possible that the condition (5¨4) on the set tH k u is less restrictive than (0¨2). However, we have no convincing evidence to this point.
TYPE G 2
Let g be a simple Lie algebrara of type G 2 . Then ℓ " 2. The algebra Spgq g has two generators, H and ∆ 6 P S 6 pgq. In this Section, we compute the constant b of Proposition 5.6 for H " ∆ 6 and Rp1q, Rp2q of (5¨1). All our computations are done by hand. A computeraided explicit formula for a Segal-Sugawara vector of t-degree 6 is obtained in [MRR] .
First we fix a matrix realisation of g Ă so 7 . It suffices to describe the complement of sl 3 " pso 6 X gq, which is isomorphic to C 3 ' pC 3 q˚.
Matrix (6¨1) presents an element of C 3 ' pC 3 q˚Ă so 7 . With a certain abuse of notation, we denote the elements of the corresponding basis by the same symbols, for instance,
as a vector of C 3 . The embedding ι : sl 3 Ñ so 7 is fixed by ιpE ij q " E ij´Ep7´jqp7´iq for i ‰ j. Choose a basis of h Ă sl 3 as th 1 , h 2 u with h 1 " diagp1,´1, 0q, h 2 " diagp1, 1,´2q and extend it to a basis of sl 3 by adding e i , f i with 1 ď i ď 3 in the semi-standard notation, e.g.
Proof.
In this case, one has to pay a special attention to the summand 8e 3 3 f 3 3 of ∆ 3 2 . In the product pe 3 f 3 qpe 3 f 3 qpe 3 f 3 q, there are 6 choices of pe 3 , e 3 , f 3 q such that f 3 and one of the elements e 3 belong to one and the same copy of ∆ 2 ; there are also 3 other choices. These first 6 choices are absorbed in 3!3! 6! 24mpf 3 ∆ 2 q. Note that 3!ˆ3!ˆ24 6! " 6 5 . The contribution to η of the three other choices is 3!3! 6! 24mpe 3 f 2 3 q. Hence η " 6 5 pmpf 3 ∆ 2 q`mpe 3 f 2 3 qq.
The element ̟p∆ 2 q P Upgq acts on g as a scalar. That scalar is 8 in our case. According to Lemma 5.4, the sum ř i x i f 3 x i P Upgq is equal to Hf 3´4 f 3 . Thus, mpf 3 ∆ 2 q " p8´4 3 qadpf 3 q and 6 5 mpf 3 ∆ 2 q " 8adpf 3 q. Consider now η 0 " pe 3 f 2 3`f 2 3 e 3`f3 e 3 f 3 q P Upsl 2 q. Clearly, η 0 acts as zero on a trivial sl 2 -module; for the defining representation on C 2 " v 1 , v 2 C with e 3 v 1 " 0, one obtains η 0 pv 1 q " v 2 and η 0 pv 2 q " 0. This suffices to state that 6 5 mpe 3 f 2 3 q acts as 2 5 adpf 3 q on the sl 2 -stable complement of f 3 , h 3 , e 3 C . Finally, η 0 pf 3 q " 0 by the obvious reasons, η 0 pe 3 q " 2h 3´2 h 3 " 4adpf 3 qpe 3 q and η 0 ph 3 q " 4adpf 3 qph 3 q as well, since η 0 acts on g as an element of sopgq. All computations are done now and the proof is finished.
Let pr : so 7 Ñ g be the orthogonal projection. In order to work with ∆ 6 , one needs to understand the images under pr of F ij " E ij´Ep8´jqp8´iq P so 7 . For the elements of gl 3 Ă so 6 , this is easy, the task reduces to F ii with 1 ď i ď 3, where we have
The elements of F ij P so 6 with 1 ď i ď 3, 4 ď j ď 6 project with the coefficient 1 3 on the corresponding letters in (6¨1), e.g, prpF 14 q "´1 3 β, prpF 15 q " 1 3 γ, and so on. The elements F i7 project with the coefficient ? 2 3 on the corresponding letters, e.g, prpF 17 q "
? 2 3 a. Finally, the elements F 7i project with the coefficient´? 2 3 on the corresponding letters, e.g, prpF 71 q "´? 2 3 α. An explicit formula for ∆ 6 can be obtained by replacing first E ij with F ij in ∆ p7q 6 P S 6 pgl 7 q and then replacing F ij with prpF ij q. We write down some of the terms of ∆ 6 :
c 3 e 2 3 f 1´4 9 cβf 3 e 2 3 f 1`2 3 cαf 2 e 2 3 f 1`1 9 cαh 1 f 3 e 2
3´1
27 cαh 2 f 3 e 2 3´4 9 bαf 2 f 3 e 2 3`. . .
With this knowledge we can attack the computation of mp∆ 6 q. The first challenge is to understand the termξ b e 2 3 f 1 . Lemma 6.3. Forξ as above, we haveξpe 3 q " 5 18 f 2 .
Proof. Once again, we rely on a direct computation. The terms of∆ 3 containing e 3 as a factor are e 3 f 1 f 2 and e 3 f 3 p 1 2 h 1´1 6 h 2 q. Thereby the contribution of´∆ 2 3 toξ is 1 20
and this element of Endpgq maps e 3 to 3 20 f 2 . Since σp∆ 6 q " ∆ 6 , the summands of ∆ 6 that contain e 2 3 f 1 as a factor are of tri-degrees p3, 3, 0q or p1, 4, 1q w.r.t. the Z{3Z-grading g " pC 3 q˚' sl 3 ' C 3 . By the weight considerations, the first possibility occurs only for the monomial c 3 e 2 3 f 1 . Record that adpcq 3 pe 3 q " adpcq 2 p´aq " rc, 2βs "´6f 2 .
Since rα, h 3 s " α and rc, αs "´3f 3 , the contribution in question is 4 27 adpf 3 q. Similarly, mpα 2 βqph 3 q " 1 3 padpβqadpαqadpαq`adpαqadpβqadpαqqph 3 q " " 1 3 p2adpcqadpαq`4adpαqadpcqqph 3 q " p2adpαqadpcq´2adpf 3 qqph 3 q.
Since rc, h 3 s " c, rα, cs " 3f 3 , we obtain again 4 27 adpf 3 q. A slightly different story happens at a. Namely, mpc 2 bqpaq " p´2adpf 3 q´2adpcqadpαq`adpcqadpcqadpbqqpaq " " p´2adpf 3 q´2adpf 3 q`4adpf 3 qqpaq " p´4`4q adpf 3 qpaq " 0; mpα 2 βqpaq " p2adpαqadpcq´2adpf 3 q`adpαqadpαqadpβqqpaq " " p8´2´6qadpf 3 qpaq " 0.
Consider now the terms of the tri-degree p1, 4, 1q. Let ε i´εj be the weight of the fourth element from sl 3 . Assume first that i ‰ j. Then ε 3´ε1 " pε i´εj q`ε s´εl for some s and l. One of the possibilities is i " 3, j " 1, and s " l. The other two come from the decomposition ε 1´ε3 " pε 1´ε2 q`pε 2´ε3 q.
In case s " l, the relevant term is 4 9 e 2 3 f 2 3 bβ and its contribution toη is 8 9 mpf 3 bβq. Since both b and β commute with f 3 and h 3 , we see that mpf 3 bβqph 3 q " 0. Furthermore, mpf 3 bβqpaq " adpbqadpβqpcq´1 2 c "´3c´1 2 c "´7 2 adpf 3 qpaq.
In this way the summand´2 8 9 appears in the first formula of the lemma. In case s ‰ l, the relevant terms are´4 9 bαf 2 f 3 e 2 3 and´4 9 cβf 1 f 3 e 2 3 . On h 3 , each of the elements mpbαf 2 q, mpcβf 1 q acts as´1 2 adpf 3 q. Thus, 4 9 appears in the second formula. Further, mpbαf 2 qpaq " 1 6 padpf 2 qadpbqadpαq`2adpαqadpf 2 qadpbqqpaq " 1 6 padpcqadpαq`2adpαqadpcqqpaq " 1 2 adpf 3 qpaq`adpf 3 qpaq " 3 2 adpf 3 qpaq.
In the same fashion mpcβf 1 qpaq " 3 2 adpf 3 qpaq. This justifies´4 3 in the first formula. The final term, which is 1 27 cαp3h 1´h2 qf 3 e 2 3 , fulfills the case i " j, s " 3, l " 1. Here we have mpp3h 1´h2 qcαqpaq " 6adpf 3 qpaq, hence the last summand in the first formula is 2 9 . Similarly, mpp3h 1´h2 qcαqph 3 q " 1 6 p2adppαqadpcq´2adpcqadpαqqph 3 q " adpf 3 qph 3 q.
This justifies 1 27 in the second formula.
where H ν P S 2k´3 phq are linearly independent monomials in tF jj u and ξ ν P Λ 2 g. Note that each Φ 2k is an invariant of Autpgq. Since Φ 2k is an element of h-weight zero, each ξ ν is also of weight zero. Hence one can say that f is an invariant of W pg, hq. Let σ P Autpgq be an involution such that g 0 " g σso n´1 , σpF 11 q "´F 11 , i.e., F 11 P g 1 , and σpF ss q " F ss for ℓ ě s ą 1. Then g 0,F 11 :" pg 0 q F 11so n´2 . Such an involution σ is not unique and we fix it by assuming that
The centraliser g 1,F 11 of F 11 in g 1 is equal to CF 11 . This property defines an involution of rank one. Set h 0 " F ss | ℓ ě s ą 1 C . By the construction, the map m is Autpgq-equivariant. Here the group Autpgq Ă GLpgq acts on sopgq Ă glpgq via konjugation. In particular, σ acts as´id on g 0^g1 Ă sopgq and as id on the subspaces Λ 2 g 0 and Λ 2 g 1 . For the future use, record: mpF 3 ii q " F ii and if i ‰ j, j 1 , then mpF ii F 2 jj q acts as id on F ij "´F j 1 i 1 , F ij 1 "´F ji 1 , as´id on F ji "´F i 1 j 1 , F j 1 i "´F i 1 j , and as zero on all other elements F uw . In particular, mpF ii F 2 jj q R g if i R tj, j 1 u.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that H ν " F β 1 11 . . . F β ℓ ℓℓ and ξ ν ‰ 0. Then there is exactly one odd β j with 1 ď j ď ℓ. Furthermore, if β 1 is odd, then ξ ν P pF 1i´Fi 1 1 q^pF 1i 1`F i1 q | 1 ă i ă n C ' F 11^Fss | 1 ă s ď ℓ C .
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that β j is odd for j ď u and is even for j ą u. Let σ j P Autpgq with 2 ď j ď u be an involution of rank one such that σ j pF jj q "´1 and σ j pF ss q " F ss for s ‰ j, j 1 . Following the case of σ 1 " σ, fix σ j by setting σ j pF ji`Fi 1 j q "´F ji´Fi 1 j for i R tj, j 1 u.
As we have already mentioned, σ j pΦ 2k q " Φ 2k for each j. Thereby mpΦ 2k q is a σ j -invariant as well. At the same time σ j pH ν q "´H ν by the construction. Hence σ j pξ ν q "´ξ ν for each 1 ď j ď u.
The above discussion has clarified, how involutions σ j act on Λ 2 g " mpS 3 pgqq. In particular, we must have ξ ν P g 0^g1 . We know also that ξ ν is an element of h-weight zero and that F 11 P h. Recall that g 1,F 11 " CF 11 . The decomposition g 0 " g 0,F 11 ' rF 11 , g 1 s indicates that ξ P g 0,F 11^F 11 ' rF 11 , g 1 s^g 1 . Both summands here are h-stable. Furthermore, pg 0,F 11^F 11 q h is spanned by F ss^F11 with ℓ ě s ą 1.
The subspace rF 11 , g 1 s is spanned by F 1i´Fi 1 1 , where 1 ă i ă n. For each i, the element of the opposite h 0 -weight in g 1 is F 1i 1`F i1 . Note that pF 1i`Fi 1 1 q^pF 1i 1´F i1 q is an eigenvector of F 11 if and only if i " i 1 . Thus, prF 11 , g 1 s^g 1 q h is a linear span of Ξpiq :" pF 1i`Fi 1 1 q^pF 1i 1´F i1 q`pF 1i 1`F i1 q^pF 1i´Fi 1 1 q with 1 ă i ď i 1 .
If u ą 1, then u ě 3. The involution σ 2 acts on F 1i˘Fi 1 1 as id if 2 ă i ă n´1. Therefore ξ ν has to be a linear combination of F 22^F11 and Ξp2q. At the same time, σ 3 acts as id on both these vectors. This contradiction proves that u " 1.
Remark. Lemma 7.1 is valid for any homogeneous Φ P Spgq Autpgq .
Fix now H " H ν " F 2b 1´1 11 F 2b 2 22 . . . F 2b ℓ ℓℓ with b j P Z ě0 and b 1 ě 1. The task is to compute ξ " ξ ν . Set b j 1 " b j for j ď ℓ. In type B, set also b ℓ`1 " 0. Below we list the terms Y 3 such that Y 3 H is a summand of Φ 2k : (7¨2) F 3 11 , F 11 F 2 jj , 2pb 1`1 qpb j`1 qF 11 F 1j F j1 , pb i`1 qpb j`1 qF 11 F ij F ji , 2b 1 pb j`1 qF 1j F j1 F jj , 2b 1 pb i`1 qpb j`1 qF 1i F ij F j1 , where 1 ă i, j ă n and i R tj, j 1 u, also in F jj , we have 1 ă j ď ℓ. When computing m, one has to take into account the additional coefficients appearing from the powers of F ii . For instance, in case of F 3 11 , this coefficient is`2 b 1`2 3˘, for 2b 1 pb j`1 qF 1j F j1 F jj , the additional scalar factor is 2b j`1 .
We will show that ξ acts on F ij as cpi, jqF 11 for some constant cpi, jq P C, compute these constants and see that all of them are equal. Note that rF 11 , F ij s " 0 if i, j R t1, nu.
Lemma 7.2. We have ξpF 11 q " 0, furthermore ξpF ij q " 0 if i, j R t1, nu.
Proof. By a direct computation, we show that indeed ξpF 11 q " 0. Some expressions in (7¨2) act on F 11 as zero by obvious reasons. If one takes into account that F 1j F 11 F j1F j1 F 11 F 1j acts as rF j1 , F j1 s, this covers the first line of (7¨2). The same argument takes care of mpF jj F 1j F j1 q. It remains to calculate η " mpF 1i F ij F j1 qpF 11 q. Here we have 6η " pF 11´Fii q`pF jj´F11 q. If we switch i and j, then the total sum is zero.
Since pF ss^F11 qpF 11 q " F ss up to a non-zero scalar, Lemma 7.1 implies now that ξ P pF 1i´Fi 1 1 q^pF 1i 1`F i1 q | 1 ă i ă n C .
Hence ξpF ij q " 0 if i, j R t1, nu.
Lemma 7.3. Suppose that n " 2ℓ. Assume that 1 ă u ă n. Then ξpF 1u q " 3!p2k´3q! p2kq! Cp1qF 1u and Cp1q is equal tô 2b 1`2 3˙`2 3 b 1 ℓ ÿ j"2 p2b j`1 qpb j`1 q`8 3 b 1 pb 1`1 q ℓ ÿ j"2 pb j`1 q`8 3 b 1 ÿ 1ăiăjďℓ pb i`1 qpb j`1 q .
Proof. Recall that mpF 3 11 q " F 11 . This leads to the summand`2 b 1`2 3˘o f Cp1q. Consider ξ pjq 1 " mpF 11 F 2 jj q`mpF 1j F j1 F jj´F1j 1 F j 1 1 F jj q with 1 ă j ď ℓ. Here ξ pjq 1 pF 1u q " 1 3 F 1u for u R tj, j 1 u and ξ pjq 1 pF 1j q " p1´2 3 qF 1j as well as ξ pjq 1 pF 1j 1 q " p1´2 3 qF 1j 1 . In Cp1q, we have to add 1 3 with the coefficients 2b 1ˆ2 b j`2 2˙" 2b 1 pb j`1 qp2b j`1 q.
Proposition 7.5. For g " so n , we have mpΦ 2k q " RpkqΦ 2k´2 , where
Rpkq " 1 kp2k´1qˆˆn 2˙`2 npk´1q`pk´1qp2k´3q˙.
Proof. According to Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4, there is cp1q P C such that ξpF 1u q " cp1qF 1u for each 1 ă u ă n. Since ξ P sopgq, we have also ξpF u1 q "´cpuqF u1 . Taking into account Lemma 7.2, we conclude that ξ " cp1qF 11 . Simplifying (7¨3) and using Lemma 7.4, we obtain that
in type D and that cp1q " b 1 kp2k´1qpk´1q`2 pk´1q 2`p 4ℓ´1qpk´1q`ℓp2ℓ´1q`2pk´1q`2ℓȋ n type B. In both cases, the scalars cp1q{b 1 depend only on k and ℓ. Making use of the action of W pg, hq, we can conclude now that mpΦ 2k q is a symmetric invariant and that it is equal to RpkqΦ 2k´2 with Rpkq P Q. More explicitly, Rpkq is equal to 2pk´1q cp1q 2b 1 " pk´1qcp1q b 1 . In type D, we have 2pk´1q 2`p 4ℓ´1qpk´1q " 2npk´1q`pk´1qp2k´3q and ℓp2ℓ´1q "`n 2˘. Quite similarly, in type B, we have ℓp2ℓ´1q`2ℓ " ℓp2ℓ`1q "`n 2˘a nd 2pk´1q 2`p 4ℓ´1qpk´1q`2pk´1q " 2npk´1q`pk´1qp2k´3q.
Therefore multiplying cp1q with pk´1q{b 1 we obtain the desired formula for Rpkq.
It does not look like there is a nice way to iterate m. Theorem 7.6. For any k ě 2, S k " ̟pΦ 2k qr´1s`ř 1ďrăk Rpk, rq̟pτ 2r Φ 2k´2r r´1sq¨1 is a Segal-Sugawara vector if Rpk, rq " 2 r p2rq! r ś u"1``n 2˘`2 npk´uq`pk´uqp2k´2u´1q˘.
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